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| **Degrees Of Punishment**  
by M.N.R.  
There is no generally accepted punishment theory among libertarians, but it is commonly agreed that there should be degrees of punishment, in some way proportioned to the offense. Some prisoners make it to maximum security prisons; others are quartered in comparative luxury. Tops in luxury, perhaps, is the treatment accorded to the alleged No. 1 drug kingpin in Colombia, Pablo Escobar, who worked out a deal with the government that he would only surrender if there were no longer any dread extradition to the United States (as indeed, why should there be? since Pablo's crimes, such as they were, were not committed on U.S. soil).  
Well, Escobar is getting the royal treatment. The government has constructed a special luxury fortress just to house Escobar and his entourage, which includes his security guards. Friends come in freely, his mother cooks Pablo's meals, television abounds, and the jail is placed in Pablo's hometown, where he is considered a hero. On his first day in the hoosegow, the Mayor greeted him and they had a special dinner together.  
It seems that various other prisoners in Columbia, smitten with egalitarian envy, are protesting this treatment that they deem unfair. My favorite comment on this question was by Father Garcia Herreros, the 82-year-old Catholic priest who mediated Escobar's surrender. When asked how Escobar's palatial jail conditions could be justified, Father Herreros replied: "It's just the way life is. Some people can go to five-star hotels and some people can't." [USA Today, June 24]. Hey, I like that. That's my kind of Catholic social theorist! ● |

| Nobel For Buckley?  
by M.N.R.  
I see that my old friend, libertarian Idaho businessman Ralph Smeed, has just launched an unauthorized Nobel for Buckley Committee, taking out a large ad in Human Events for the cause. Ralph and his colleagues make sure to dissociate themselves from what they themselves call Buckley's "fascist-type" national youth service scheme, but they claim that a Nobel for Buckley's "mountain of good works" would supply a great impetus for the work of "polemicists and purists," among whom they are kind enough to name Mises and myself. As for myself, in my favorite phrase from Sam Goldwyn, kindly include me out. I don't know what this "mountain of good works" may be; as far as I am concerned, Buckley's life-long accomplishment was to transform the largely isolationist, libertarian Old Right from a movement that I admired to a global war-mongering, statist Establishment movement that I abhor. For this monstrous achievement I am supposed to help strew his path with laurels? Note what I am saying: not that Bill Buckley is an "impure" member of the same general movement to which I as a "purist" belong, but that Buckley's entire life-role was and still is to act as a Trojan Horse for the other side, and to convert a largely libertarian opposition movement into a vital bulwark of the Leviathan State. For this I suppose Bill deserves some sort of recognition, but a Nobel Prize is not the sort I have in mind.  
To put it another way: I am all for civility and cooperation among different wings of the same general movement; but first, it is necessary to figure out who's on which side.  
More particularly, and setting this broader view aside, what is Bill supposed to get a Nobel Prize in? Somehow, I don't think that Buckley's contribution to physics or chemistry is quite enough to get him an award, and the last I looked they don't hand out Nobels for prowess in sailing. Literature? Even I, a devotee of spy novels, would not propose a Nobel for Buckley's CIA-espionage trash. And surely, even his closest friends would not claim that Buckley knows enough about economics to get a Nobel Prize there. So in what then? No, don't tell me, Ralph: not the Peace Prize! Surely it can't be that? There must be some standards left in our culture. His entire adult life, Bill Buckley has whooped it up for every war in which the United States has been engaged: whether it be the Cold War, Korea, Vietnam, Panama, or the latest adventure in the Gulf. I suppose you can say that if Kissinger got the award, anything is possible, but surely there is some shame left in Scandinavia. ● |